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A-Level Law 

Kimberley College:  Year 12 Bridging Project 
 

The following induction programme is designed to give you a flavour of A-Level Law. We follow the OCR 

specification. The A-Level covers three Papers: 

• Paper 1 is The Legal System and Criminal Law 

• Paper 2 is Law Making and Tort (Negligence), and  

• Paper 3 is Nature of Law and Human Rights. 

 

The work you will be completing is all from Paper 1. 

 

Following the induction lesson and completing the Bridging Project you will aim to achieve a basic 

understanding of: 

• the differences between criminal and civil law (induction lessons); 

• the criminal process including the classification of offences (induction lessons and the induction 

programme); and 

• the role and powers of magistrates in criminal courts, the role of juries and judges in criminal courts 

(induction programme). 

 

 

1) Complete task 1 of the Bridging Project (see page 2 for details). Make notes of all of your answers as 

you will need to bring them to the first lesson. 

 

2) Complete task 2 of the Bridging Project (see page 2 for details). Make notes of all of your answers as 

you will need to bring them to the first lesson. 

 

 

You must complete all sections of the Bridging Project. Website links and relevant extracts of the textbook 

are included. The extracts are from the textbook ‘OCR A-Level Law Second Edition’ by Richard Wortley and 

Nicholas Price (ISBN: 978-1-3983-2647-7). You need to purchase the textbook when you start the course in 

September. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/587304-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-law-h418.pdf
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Topic and Task Done 

Task 1:  
 
Review of the two courts that hear criminal cases for the first time (this will also be covered in 
the induction lessons) 
Read pages 3-5 of the induction programme (the extract from pages 14 -16 of the textbook and 
the table) which deals with whether offences are classified as summary, either-way or indictable 
and accordingly whether they are heard in the Magistrates’ Court or the Crown Court. 

The role of Magistrates in criminal cases 

Watch: The Magistrates’ Court (University of Derby) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeNDacwO5NA Watch the 
clip and answer the following questions: 

1. How many Magistrates are there usually? 

2. Do Magistrates need legal qualifications? 

3. Are Magistrates paid for their work? 

4. What 2 types of offences/cases do they hear? 

5. In what 2 circumstances can the Magistrates refer a case to the Crown Court? 

6. Is the legal adviser/court clerk legally trained? 

7. What do you think the defence solicitor means when he says ‘it is not for the defence to 
win the case but for the prosecution to lose it’? 

Task: Using page 6 of the induction programme (page 28 of the textbook) and the Magistrates 

Association website (https://www.magistrates-association.org.uk/About-Magistrates) sum up 

the role of a magistrate in a criminal trial in no more than five sentences. 

 

 

 

Task 2 

 

The role of a judge and jury in a criminal case 

Watch: video on the Crown Court by University of Derby 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZYvv_s5R-s 

Read: page 7 of the induction programme (page 31 of the textbook) 

Task: This is the video shown to all jurors. Watch the video and answer the questions on page 8 
and 9 of induction programme ‘Questions on Juries’. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQGekF-72xQ 

Task: sum up the role of the judge and the role of the jury in a criminal trial in no more than 5 

sentences. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeNDacwO5NA
https://www.magistrates-association.org.uk/About-Magistrates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZYvv_s5R-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQGekF-72xQ
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Questions on Juries 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQGekF-72xC' 

Your role as a juror 

How are jurors selected? Why are they selected in this way? 

What age do you have to be in order to be a juror? 

Why may you be disqualified from serving on a jury? 

 

Your responsibilities: 

What may happen if you do not turn up for jury service? 

What should you bring with you? 

How long do most jurors serve for? 

Why may you need to show ID? 

The Courtroom: 

List some of the people who will be present within the courtroom along with the jury: 

Who usually sits closest to the jury? 

Where does the defendant sit? 

Jury Selection: 

How many jurors are selected from the waiting area by the jury officer? 

Once in the courtroom, how many are selected randomly by the court clerk to serve in that trial? 
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What happens if you are challenged? 

What do jurors have to do before the start of the trial? 

What happens if you are not chosen to serve on the jury? 

The Trial: 

Who reads out the charges to the jury? 

Outline the stages that each of the prosecution and defence go through when presenting their case. 

When might the judge intervene? 

What do both prosecution and defence do after having presented all their evidence? 

What does the judge do at the end of the case before the jury decides the verdict? 

What happens if the jury has a question? 

What should the jury make sure they do not do and what are the potential consequences of breaking this 

rule? 

The Verdict 

Where do jurors discuss the evidence and make their decision? 

Who chairs the jurors discussions? How are they selected? 

Must all jurors agree on the decision? What happens if all jurors do not agree? 

Who delivers the verdict in the courtroom? 

What happens if you are asked to serve on the jury again within 2 years? 
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Extension activities: if all the above is not enough…! 

Reading 

BBC News App 

Guardian legal reports: https://www.theguardian.com/law 

The Secret Barrister (2018) 

A Bit of a Stretch: the Diaries of a Prisoner by Chris Atkins (2020) 

TV 

24 hours in Police Custody – filmed in Luton. A number of episodes available on All4. Any episode will give 

you an insight into the criminal justice system. 

Murder 24/7: follows teams of detectives and specialists involved in murder investigations. Currently 

available on BBC i player. 

Short courses 

Open Learn courses – free courses developed by the Open University 

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/society/free-courses?filter=date/grid/687/all/all/all/ 

Level 1 courses include: Starting with Law (3 hours) 

Starting with law: An overview of the law (5 hours) 

The law-making process in England and Wales (15 hours) 

There is also a Futurelearn course on the Modern Judiciary run by King’s College London (15 hours). 

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/the-modern-judiciary 

https://www.theguardian.com/law
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/society/free-courses?filter=date/grid/687/all/all/all/
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/the-modern-judiciary

